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on agriculture or industry ? How high should be the growth rates
of each of these sectors ? Are there any ceilings to their eventual
expansion ? Are there any fixed relationships or ratios which may
be used as rules of thumb between their growth rates ? What kind
of industries should be established in the beginning ? How should
the structure of industry alter in the course of development so
as to assure uninterrupted growth ?
At the time when economic development of a country was largely
the result of actions of individual entrepreneurs, these questions
had practically no relevance. The answers to them were given
by trial and error. An entrepreneur pursued the lines where
prospects of profits were most promising. Some ventures succeeded,
others failed. Guided by the "invisible hand," underlined by Adam
Smith, these individual actions led to varying degrees of economic
development in different countries.
But now, many countries are setting up planning agencies, com-
mittees and other organizations to chart in advance the course of
national economies. They are setting concrete goals and targets
and trying to guide their economies toward them. Working answers
to the questions posed above have now assumed considerable
operational significance. If these answers correspond reasonably
well to the economic structure of the country and the requirements
of its future economic growth, they could help avoid the losses and
delays involved in the trial and error approach. Economic growth
could consequently avoid the frequent ups and downs which were
its characteristic features in the past. It could be perhaps quickened
also.
This section attemps to study the changes in the structure of
output in the industrial countries over the last century of their
transition and on the basis of a comparative analysis of the structures
prevailing at present in various countries at different stages of
economic growth.
o
(d)   Changes in the Share of the Service Sector
One of the most remarkable feature of economic growth re-
lates to the share of the service sector in total output. The long-
term trends in this share are mixed. In some countries where it
was fairly high in the initial period, it fell; in others where it was

